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The Profitability of Prisons: How Global Capitalism Influences Carceral Expansion 
With the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the structural racism that has given rise to 
police brutality, the need to understand the conditions of our society and organize to improve 
those conditions has never been greater. Understanding our current conditions is crucial in 
understanding its relationship to the Prison Industrial Complex (PIC). According to Theoharis 
(2021), 2020 will be remembered as the deadliest year in American history. The coronavirus 
pandemic, devastating climate change, racialized violence, an attempted coup d’état, increase in 
the wealth gap, and more, have resulted in an unprecedented year. These circumstances demand 
that we examine how we arrived at this point and ultimately how we can be liberated from them. 
Theoharis (2021) states that between March and October 2020, 67 million people lost their jobs. 
Moreover, 1 in 5 parents noted that at times they did not have enough to eat, and 1 in 5 renters 
were concerned about potential eviction. On the other hand, America’s 651 billionaires increased 
their wealth to almost $4 trillion (Theoharis, 2021). Prior to 2020, it was already evident that the 
poor and dispossessed was a rising class. Deindustrialization and job eliminating technologies 
have resulted in a surplus of unemployed labor. Zero tolerance policies and covertly racist laws 
target marginalized communities. In this context of crisis and growing inequality, prisons have 
become a catch-all solution to today’s social, political, and economic problems.  
The oppressive nature of the prison industrial complex (PIC) has been exacerbated by 
recent conditions. Therefore, there is an unprecedented need to reevaluate the system in use. The 
PIC is one of the most insidious and hidden forms of punishment. Prisons and jails are expanding 
at a rapid rate with colorblind policies constantly being created to incarcerate communities of 
color, all under the guise of law and order. For example, harsher drug laws, mandatory 
minimums, and stop-and-frisk laws are advertised as racially neutral laws that are designed to 
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protect everyone, however, they have disproportionately targeted marginalized communities.  
The narrative of tough on crime has established a punitive culture that is deeply ingrained in the 
fabric of our society. While the PIC involves multiple branches such as policing, surveillance, 
and drug laws, for the purpose of this research I will be focusing specifically on state prisons. 
Utilizing a Marxist framework, I analyze state prisons through the concepts of class struggle and 
exploitation of surplus value. I use concepts and history from Angela Davis and Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore to show that globalization led to the commodification and exploitation of surplus labor, 
specifically targeting marginalized communities. Furthermore, I will examine the role of prisons 
under contemporary capitalism and how this form of punishment is perpetuated. With a culture 
obsessed with law and order, it is important to understand who is benefitting from carceral 
expansion, why the system incarcerates the people it does, and ultimately, what role prisons 
play. This contemporary situation forces us to examine who is being hit hardest by this reality 
and who might make up a transformative force. As expressed by Willie Baptist (2015), it is not 
enough to be angry. This moment calls for more than vocalized outrage or performative activism. 
This moment demands we think critically about the dominant power structures than influence 
our material reality. How do carceral systems work and how can we transform them? Ultimately, 
what does a world without prisons look like? 
 
Class Struggle 
 Marx (1990) defines primitive accumulation as “the historical process of divorcing the 
producer from the means of production” (Chapter 26). Through this violent expropriation, class 
struggle emerges between the owners (a small class of capitalists) and the dispossessed (the 
rising class of industrial workers). After the Civil War, the Black Codes exemplify primitive 
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accumulation. The Black Codes were used to impose “work discipline” exclusively to Black 
people (Goodman, 2016). Specifically, they were “restrictive laws designed to limit the freedom 
of African Americans and ensure their availability as a cheap labor force” (History.com). Post-
emancipation, there was a surplus of Black workers seeking employment. They faced laws that 
coerced them into accepting inhumane working conditions. Goodman (2016) explains, “One of 
the key features of primitive accumulation is the use of direct coercion until wage-labor/capital 
relationship is naturalized…the criminal law was the central instrument through which wage-
labor was instituted” (paras. 7-8). Marx (1990) would argue that similar to the peasants in the 
feudal society, they are free but in a double sense. Free from the confines of enslavement, but 
ultimately, coerced into forced labor in order to subsist. Marx (1990) writes, “these new 
freedmen became sellers of themselves only after they had been robbed of all their own means of 
production” (para. 5).  
 Relating this concept to mass incarceration, violent punishment is also a measure of 
ongoing primitive accumulation. Jay (2019b) claims that capitalists benefit indirectly from 
punitive practices like incarceration, since “day labor companies heavily recruit among formerly 
incarcerated workers, often partnering directly with parole officers, as well as “re-entry” and 
social service organizations” (para. 11). Stripped of any personhood outside of incarceration, 
upon release they are left with no choice but to accept whatever job is offered to them in order to 
subsist. While it is illegal to discriminate against former felons, companies that promote the 
hiring of felons directly benefit and accumulate capital through the subjugation and 
stigmatization of felons. An entire market (i.e. hiring services specifically for felons, companies 
that only hire felons) was created where capitalists benefit from the dispossessed. Goodman 
(2016) notes that while incarceration does not enforce work discipline as much as it did during 
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the Black Codes, “it punishes black market entrepreneurship and excludes felons from the formal 
labor market, both through discrimination by employers and through licensing laws” (para. 13). 
The criminalization of the working class, through tough on crime policies, incarceration, and 
felon disenfranchisement laws, further allows capitalists to benefit from the expropriation of the 
working class.   
Furthermore, race is used by the owning class to divide the working class. As rural 
communities are negatively affected by deindustrialization, eradication of social welfare 
programs, and globalization, “pockets of persistent poverty” emerge (Thorpe, 2014, p. 22). 
Thorpe (2014) explains, “For rural communities impacted by deep poverty, a weak economy and 
diminished ability to provide social welfare relief, prison citings offer a widely coveted 
opportunity to boost employment and draw revenue that is generally viewed as recession-proof” 
(p. 23). The expansion of prisons depends on the steady surplus of individuals, predominantly 
from poor and marginalized communities, to continue being incarcerated. Such expansion 
requires policies such as harsher sentences and mandatory minimums that guarantee a surplus of 
human bodies. Therefore, it is likely that race is an important tool the capitalist class (i.e. those 
who have stakes in expanding prison economies) can use to establish a racial hierarchy that 
divides the working class, with poor working whites choosing to identify with the white elites. 
This is not to say that working-class whites are unaware that politicians and congressional 
leaders were highlighting racial divisions as a way to further their capitalistic agenda. Rather, 
working-class whites have knowingly contributed to their own economic suppression in order to 
obtain some benefits of whiteness (Zeitz, 2017). While Zeitz (2017) appears to blame the white 
working class for accepting the “wages of whiteness” and dividing the working class, it is 
important to note that Du Bois (1935) puts the blame on the plantation owners for the division of 
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the working class. For Du Bois (1935), while the psychological “wages of whiteness” are an 
important aspect of his analysis, a key fact is that the plantation owners had control over a 
population of poor, working-class whites. Zeitz (2017) expands on his analysis, suggesting that 
the decisions of the working-class whites to contribute to their own economic suppression was 
more deliberate.  
Whether these advantages were psychological in nature or tangible, Zeitz (2017) argues 
that working-class whites have decided that the proximity to whiteness was more valuable than 
their potential economic liberation. Zeitz (2017) cites Roediger (2007) and highlights how 
misconstrued this was, stating, “While it’s easy to imagine that working-class whites embraced 
the new racial dichotomy in order to enjoy leverage in the new urban job market, in many cases, 
black and white workers weren’t even in competition with each other” (para. 26). In other words, 
for the majority of working-class whites, there were no economic benefits from this racial 
division because white workers were not even in the same market as Black people. If anything, 
white workers were more likely to fall into “wage slavery,” but they still were not going to be 
competing with black workers (Zeitz, 2017, para. 26). The creation of a racial hierarchy 
bifurcated the working class, hiding who the true capitalists are. In this context, the dominant 
message to working-class Blacks were that working-class whites were their competitors, and 
vice-versa.  
In the case of prison expansion, racial divisions facilitate the economic subjugation of the 
working class. In a study examining 25 years of economic data in upstate New York, King et al. 
(2003) demonstrates that prisons do not stimulate rural economies. They found that correctional 
officers working in prisons do not live in the host county, local residents lack necessary skills 
and qualifications to apply for jobs, local businesses cannot compete with larger corporations, 
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and inmates often fill low-wage jobs. Therefore, prisons only further destabilize these 
communities. Although prisons promised economic benefits at the state level, prisons were 
expected to bring rural communities the same results. Therefore, when politicians frame prisons 
as the solution to residents’ economic distress and that prisons will provide jobs and wages, 
residents take that at face value.  
Unfortunately, as demonstrated by King et al. (2003) prisons do not provide tangible 
economic benefits for rural communities. As a result, predominantly white, rural constituents 
often advocate for tough on crime laws that disproportionately incarcerate people of color, with 
the assumption that prisons will stimulate their economy. Therefore, not only are working-class 
whites upholding racial hierarchies, but they accept the division of the working class by 
supporting carceral expansion and being complicit in the accumulation of raw, human capital. 
Calathes (2017) expands this argument, stating, “Racial capitalism and its punishment practices 
are maintained precisely because conflicts between the dominant white elites and subordinate 
non-elite white people are minimized” (p. 450). The incarceration of people of color most 
directly serves the white capitalists, but the white non-elites also support this punitive practice to 
hopefully receive tangible and psychological wages of whiteness. An indirect alliance between 
white elites and working-class whites has been formed on the racial underpinnings of Black 
inferiority (Calathes, 2017). However, the privileges of this alliance obviously differ for the 
capitalists versus the working class, with the capitalists benefitting from the manipulation of 
race. 
Rather than uniting against a common enemy, such as to challenge capitalists and 
politicians advocating for prison expansion, race distracts the working class from fighting for 
liberation because incarcerating people of color is framed as the solution to the white-working 
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class’ economic instability. While prison expansion in rural areas often convinces poor white 
people to contribute to their own economic subjugation in a more covert and colorblind way than 
occurred under the Black Codes, the result still benefits the capitalist class. To be clear, I am 
claiming that capitalists use race as a tool to divide the working class and hide who the capitalists 
are. Race is manipulated by the people who have a stake in preserving class structure.  
 
Exploitation and Extraction of Surplus Value 
Marx (1990) defines the value of any commodity as “determined by the quantity of 
labour expended on and materialized in it, by the working-time necessary, under given social 
conditions, for its production” (para. 2.3). This means that the value of the commodity of labour-
power is the worker’s means to subsist. Therefore, surplus value is when workers sell their labor 
as a commodity and it produces more value than what they are paid for. The way the prison 
system is set up, prisoners will always work beyond the value of their commodity. While most 
prison labor is officially voluntary, depending on the state, federal prisoners who are able-bodied 
are forced to work in prison (Prison Policy). There are two types of prison labor: prisoners can 
apply through the federal Prison Industry Enhancement Certification Program (PIECP) and 
select a factory or packaging job, or prisoners can work within correctional facilities (Garcia, 
2020). The latter option is the most common, with the work usually consisting of laundry, food 
service, and general maintenance (Garcia, 2020). In 2017, the average wage for this type of 
prison labor ranged from $0.14 to $0.63 per hour, not accounting for any deductions made by the 
prisons after (Garcia, 2020). This is a clear demonstration of prisons extracting surplus value 
from prisoners. Prisoners have no rights, are coerced into working for either private companies 
or the actual correctional facility, receive practically nonexistent wages, and the value from their 
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labor is accumulated by the billion-dollar industry of prisons. Capitalists are accumulating an 
unfathomable amount of value by exploiting workers who have absolutely no legal recourse. 
Prison labor within federal prisons is one example of exploitation and extraction of surplus 
value, as this occurs at multiple levels of the system.  
When discussing the parallels between the convict lease system and mass incarceration, 
Davis (2000) argues that Black people are likened to raw capital that is available for exploitation. 
Davis (2000) expresses, “Whether this human raw material is used for its labor or as the forced 
consumers of commodities provided by corporations directly implicated in the prison industrial 
complex, it is clear that black male bodies are considered disposable within the “free world” (p. 
69). The endless supply of Black and brown bodies is what upholds the entire prison structure.  
In addition to the extraction of surplus value through prison labor, Davis (2000) also 
identifies another source of value, the consumption of commodities by those who are 
incarcerated. Politicians and corporations profit from monopoly services offered to prisoners. For 
example, parasitical companies like JPay, Global Tel-Link, Aramark, and others, have exclusive 
contracts with prisons that garner immense profit. Furthermore, because of Covid-19, in-person 
visits to jails and prisons have been suspended (Clyburn, 2020). Subsequently, phone calls have 
increased. However, call rates can cost over $1 a minute with a 15-minute phone call from a jail 
averaging $5.74 (Clyburn, 2020). Since the majority of people incarcerated face extreme 
economic hardship, this is not simply pocket change.  
Clyburn (2020) claims that phone rates in prisons are high for two reasons: a commission 
structure and the market. Wagner and Jones (2019) state, “Prison phone companies started 
offering commissions to jails and prisons in order to win contracts from companies that didn’t 
offer them” (para. 3). With the commissions closing in on nearly 100%, phone companies had to 
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create an alternative source of revenue to sustain themselves. Wagner and Jones (2019) explain 
that these alternative sources of profit included consumer fees (i.e. opening an account, 
depositing money, refunds) and unrelated services like money transfer, commissary sales, 
emails, and more. By promising practically all of their revenue, prisons and jails jumped at the 
opportunity of partnering with these companies. In return, this allowed the companies to create 
new hidden sources of profit that exploited incarcerated people as well as those trying to contact 
them. Furthermore, the market is dominated by two phone companies.  
Unfortunately, these types of contracts exist well beyond just telecommunication 
services. Companies that contract with prisons profit from the exploitation of incarcerated people 
because as those who are incarcerated are coerced into consuming the companies’ services 
(Davis, 2000). While it is very likely that prisoners can work for these companies by maintaining 
the services within the correctional facilities, it can be argued that parasitical companies coerce 
prisoners in order to extracting profits from them. This is another way that corporations are 
accumulate profits as incarceration rates increase and as prisons expand (Davis, 2000).  
According to Davis (2000), prisoners are treated as disposable, raw capital that is a major 
source of profit for prisons whether through prison labor or through their mere existence as a 
prisoner. The capitalist class will never perceive this dynamic in any other way; that would go 
against the very nature of capitalism. There is value to be made from the physical confinement 
and exploitation of human bodies. Therefore, it would be naïve to question the intentions of these 
companies and debate their understanding of how tough on crime policies benefit them. Whether 
they genuinely agree with disproportionately targeting marginalized communities or not is 
irrelevant, because regardless, they always benefit. As Marx (1990) describes, “As capitalist, he 
is only capital personified. His soul is the soul of capital. But capital has one single life impulse, 
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the tendency to create value and surplus-value, to make its constant factor, the means of 
production, absorb the greatest possible amount of surplus-labour” (Chapter 10, para. 7). 
 
Punishment and Profitability  
 The practice of profiting from violent forms of punishment is not a modern concept. 
While there are plenty of examples to draw from throughout history, one of the most obvious 
examples is slavery. Capitalists profited off the exploitation of Black bodies as they bought and 
sold Black people for the purpose of labor. Under a capitalistic system, these forms of violence 
consistently transform and adapt to their political context. Even after the abolition of slavery, the 
13th Amendment still allowed for the enslavement of Black people, this time in a much more 
covert way through convict leasing (Davis, 2000). Because of this, there is a shift from the 
private economic system of slavery to convict leasing (Davis, 2000). Convict leasing, sometimes 
considered worse than slavery, is when the state leases “criminals” to landowners who then have 
the right to exploit them to death (Davis, 2000). Landowners no longer had any incentive to keep 
the convicts alive as they would during slavery, since owners could simply lease a new body. 
Given the social, economic, and political crises of this era, convict leasing fulfilled the economic 
needs of the new South while also fulfilling the old racial order (Davis, 2000).  
Eventually, the convict lease system transformed into chain gangs. So, rather than the state 
leasing workers to private landowners, the convicts now work for the state (Haley, 2016). This 
transformation was again due in part to socio-economic shifts, as chain gangs were created with 
the purpose of reducing competition between free labor and convict labor (Haley, 2016). In other 
words, Black people have been consistently commodified and exploited throughout history 
through slavery, convict leasing, and chain gangs. Manuel (2014) explains this process well, 
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stating, “Since capitalism and its prison institution, the material basis of convict-leasing, was 
allowed to continue, convict-leasing became a latent disease, not showing any symptoms but still 
there under the surface ready to reemerge at a moment of weakness.” In today’s context, the PIC 
is the most modern manifestation of this violent exploitation such that predominantly Black and 
brown bodies are still commodified and exploited through this system.  
 
Prison Boom and Globalization 
 Even though there is a clear link between forms of punishment and economic expansion, 
the dominant narratives that claim to explain prison expansion fail to acknowledge this. The 
dominant narrative is that beginning with the post-civil rights era, there was more crime and 
therefore more incarcerations. However, Weaver (2007) argues that it is naïve and ignorant to 
abstract crime from its political context. After the momentous gains marginalized communities 
experienced during the civil rights movement, Weaver (2007) explains that a frontlash occurred, 
meaning defeated groups proactively created a new social issue in attempt to reassert their 
dominance. Subsequently, white politicians and congressional leaders were able to link 
Blackness with criminality as they criminalized social movements by treating protests as riots 
(Weaver, 2007). Abu-Jamal (2014) quotes what Nixon said to one of his advisors, stating, “you 
have to face the fact that the whole problem is really the blacks. The key is to devise a system 
that recognizes this while not appearing to” (p. 5). The system Nixon is referring to is known as 
the “Southern strategy,” with its purpose being to capitalize on southern white voter’s racial 
fears. (Maxwell, 2019). The criminalization of race to further the agenda of white elites was 
extremely intentional and, unfortunately, successful.  
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As tough on crime policies like minimum sentencing laws and harsher drug laws were 
implemented, a focus on anti-poverty shifted to anti-crime. Rather than dedicate funds to social 
welfare resources, money was prioritized to expanding police forces. Essentially, the 
criminalization of race was compounded with the criminalization of poverty. Because of this 
intentional and calculated effort, Weaver (2007) argues that the assumption that an increase in 
crime led to more incarcerations completely ignores the social construction of crime and how 
that process fit the white elites’ agenda. Furthermore, Abu-Jamal (2014) states, “Incarceration 
was the punishment deployed by the state against African Americans for their mass rebellion 
during the civil rights and black power movements” (p. 7). As Weaver (2007) describes, this 
frontlash was all about social control and reestablishing an order rooted in white supremacy. 
Regarding the shifts in the social, political, and economic context, creating a moral panic about 
law and order perfectly fit the white elites’ agenda.  
In her work on globalization and prison expansion, Gilmore (1999) also shuts down some 
of these popular narratives and explains why they fail to answer the question why prisons, and 
why now? One dominant narrative is that because of the drug epidemic and subsequent drug 
laws, this led to more incarcerations. Gilmore (1999) partially agrees with this explanation, but 
again this answer ignores the larger politicization process of the drug epidemic, as well as the 
socio-economic context. She argues that this explanation rests on the assumptions that 
communities of color are rife with drugs and gang activity, therefore, making this crackdown 
warranted and increasing the incarcerated population. However, Gilmore (1999) notes that illegal 
drug use was actually decreasing for all US people starting mid-1970s. Furthermore, Gilmore 
(1999) explains how not all gangs distribute drugs. In fact, in Los Angeles only one in four drug 
dealers were charged with gang membership. Therefore, this isn’t a valid explanation for the 
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prison boom. The next popular narrative is that structural changes in employment opportunities 
contributed to carceral expansion. Essentially, because of a lack of jobs people turned to “illegal 
entitlements” in order to subsist (Gilmore, 1999, p. 173). She continues, stating, “In this view, 
those who commit property crimes – along with those who trade in illegal substances – 
reasonably account for a substantial portion of the vast increase in prison populations” (Gilmore, 
1999, p. 173). She again only partially agrees with this explanation, stating that while property 
crimes doubled in 1982, after this time they decreased and therefore cannot account for the 
prison boom (Gilmore, 1999).  
Lastly, as Weaver (2007) explained, the assumption that an increase in crime led to 
prison expansion fails to acknowledge the social construction of crime and how that benefitted 
white elites. Gilmore (1999) agrees but argues that this a post facto explanation; why become 
punitive in the first place? Prison expansion cannot just be about paying political dividends and 
constructing crime. She claims that we cannot look at prisons as the result, prisons must be 
achieving something else that we do not understand; what work do prisons do and why did we 
answer all of these problems with prisons? Gilmore (1999) answers, “the expansion of prison 
constitutes a geographical solution to socio-economic problems, politically organized by the state 
which is itself in the process of radical restructuring” (p. 174). Because of globalization, Gilmore 
(1999) identifies the emergence of four surpluses: land, labor, public finance capital, and state 
capacity. As the US moves production overseas because it is cheaper and more profitable, this 
results in a surplus of land in the US that needs to be put back into production (Gilmore, 1999). 
However, rather than investing in agribusiness, politicians capitalize on the tough on crime 
movement and promise new jobs in correctional facilities.  
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The next surplus of labor occurred because of deindustrialization and the economic 
recession of the 1970s (Gilmore, 1999). What resulted were two surpluses of labor: men of color 
who worked in the industrial sector in major cities and white men who worked in mining, 
agriculture, fracking, etc. Because of this frontlash, the men of color are criminalized and 
incarcerated, while the white men are employed in corrections, law enforcement, and the 
military. Eventually, people of color are deemed as essential in the sense that there needs to be a 
surplus of incarcerated people of color in order to keep these state economies running. Brewer 
and Heitzeg (2008) elaborate on this idea, stating, “the prison industrial complex is a self-
perpetuating machine where the vast profits…and perceived political benefits…lead to policies 
that are additionally designed to ensure an endless supply of “clients” for the criminal justice 
system” (p. 637). Therefore, the more prisons become a state economy, the more tough on crime 
policies will be created, and now you’ll have a supply of incarcerated people that justifies 
carceral expansion.  
The third surplus, public finance capital, essentially refers to investing money to make 
more money that is publicly owned. Gilmore (1999) explains that rather than investing finance 
capital into infrastructure, the state invests in more finance capital. She argues that because of the 
given economic recession, voters did not want their taxpayer dollars to be invested elsewhere 
like schools, parks, or anything else. Gilmore (1999) states, “In sum, public sector financiers had 
a crisis – growing pools of investable cash but shrinking outlets – that could only be resolved in 
the political arena, where decisions about the legitimate uses of public debt are made by voters, 
legislators and clever interpreters of existing statute” (p. 180). Eventually, leaders decided to 
invest in prison construction because it would stimulate the economy in a way that was 
politically acceptable by the public. The state could not invest that money anywhere else (i.e. 
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schools) because there was no political will to build schools. The public does not care about 
investing in education because a moral panic over law and order has been ingrained in their 
minds. Again, the state capitalized off tough on crime policies and invested in prison economies.  
Lastly, to keep state economies running, the state is looking to expand capacity in some 
direction (Gilmore, 1999). Considering that prisons were the answer to the excess of public 
finance capital, land, and labor, it is not surprising that state capacity is expanded in the direction 
of prison expansion. The state could have financed higher education which would have created 
alternative economies, it could have done so much more than investing in prisons, but it didn’t 
because these is absolutely no political will to do so. Through the social crisis instigated by a 
moral panic over crime, as well as the ongoing economic crisis, prisons emerged as a new crisis 
that claimed to be the solution (Gilmore, 1999). Ultimately, “the state rebuilt itself by building 
prisons fashioned from surpluses that the emergent post-golden-age political economy was not 
absorbing in other ways” (Gilmore, 1999, p. 183). So, to answer what work do prisons do, they 
do everything that the prior liberal economy could not achieve. As described by Jay (2019a), 
“the punitive turn proved to be not only cost-effective, but ideologically effective as well…Law-
and-order, rather than progressive social change, could then ‘resolve’ the crisis” (p. 197). Prisons 
became a catch-all solution for the country’s social, political, and economic problems. 
 It is imperative to understand the reason for the prison boom and subsequent carceral 
expansion, and how it is intimately tied with capitalism. It is not an accident that the US began 
promoting neoliberalist agendas and funneling billions of dollars to branches of the PIC while 
simultaneously eradicating social welfare resources. It is not an accident that prisons were 
posited as the answer to all our problems. It is not an accident that prisons disproportionately 
incarcerate people of color. Prison expansion is intentional and calculated because the owning 
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class has multiple stakes in expanding these prison economies. From the politicians who are paid 
political dividends by building new prisons to the private contractors that are parasitical to the 
public prison economies, there are vested interests in prison expansion.  
 
Abolish the Prison Industrial Complex 
The impacts of the PIC are more prevalent than ever. According to Sawyer and Wagner 
(2020), 2.3 million people are incarcerated in the United States with nearly 1.3 million located in 
state prisons, 631,000 in local jails, and 226,000 in federal prisons and jails, and more in juvenile 
facilities, immigration detention centers, civil commitment centers, and state psychiatric 
hospitals. The PIC has clear roots in the dominant power structures of white supremacy and 
capitalism. Davis and Shaylor (2001) explain that there are vested interests in carceral expansion. 
Not only do large corporations have financial stakes in prison expansion, but prisons also serve 
as a new-and-improved form of punishment that targets racially marginalized individuals (Davis 
and Shaylor, 2001). Class and race interests intersect, with prisons becoming a catch-all-solution 
for social, political, and economic crises.  
The prison abolition movement calls for the dismantling of incarceration, policing, and 
surveillance (Critical Resistance). In addition, it demands that we create new forms of 
accountability that do not revolve around punitive punishment. In her work Are Prisons 
Obsolete? Davis argues that the prison system has become part of our natural order and 
imagining alternatives to incarceration is now an extremely radical thought. Speaking about 
prisons, Davis (2003) states, “It has become so much a part of our lives that it requires a great 
feat of the imagination to envision life beyond the prison” (p. 19). Prisons have been the 
blueprint for forms of justice. Until we look beyond that, this cycle of incarceration and prison 
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expansion will persist. Furthermore, Keller (2019) elaborates on two objectives of the prison 
abolition movement, with the first being “civilianizing safety,” which calls for more community-
oriented measures for public safety. The second option includes redistributing government 
spending from the PIC towards social welfare programs like investments in housing and 
education (Keller, 2019). As the tough on crime narrative became the dominant ideology, a steep 
decrease in social welfare resources occurred. Because of this, it is extremely important that 
funding be given back to institutions that help combat crime and poverty. However, within a 
capitalist society that socially constructs crime to fit the owning class’ social, political, and 
economic agenda, this may seem impossible.  
Regarding the inextricable link between capitalism and the PIC and how this influences 
abolition, Martinot (2014) argues that, unfortunately, abolishing the prison industrial complex 
will not eliminate capitalism. A new form of punishment will evolve and emerge under 
capitalism, perpetuating the cycle of incarceration and violence. However, to even get to the 
point of eliminating capitalism, we must look at the prison system and how normalized it has 
become. Martinot (2014) states, “The prison system expresses a racialized class structure and the 
hyper-commodification of people. It is the renewed embodiment of the racial segregation that 
has always been at the core of US society. If we are to get beyond capitalism, all institutions of 
commodification of persons must be expunged” (p.196). With the United States incarcerating 
more people per capita than any other country, the need for prison abolition is more important 
than ever (Sawyer and Wagner, 2020). 
Martinot (2014) proposes two types of prison abolition, one that focuses on the practical 
aspect of abolition and the other that deals more with ethics and cultural transformation. The 
pragmatic approach involves eliminating victimless crime laws, therefore, disrupting the reach of 
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policing and subsequently leading to less public will for punitive practices and policies 
(Martinot, 2014). In addition, he calls for the elimination of solitary confinement, life without 
parole, and advocates for greater accessibility to therapy. Martinot (2014) acknowledges that this 
does little to disrupt the dominant social structures that have created the prison system, like 
capitalism and white supremacy, but this will lessen the victimization and criminalization of 
people affected by the PIC. The ethical approach involves cultural, rather than political, changes. 
The first step would be to eliminate the “role models,” so, in essence, eliminating military 
expansion, war, and other forms of violence (Martinot, 2014). The next step would be to 
organize around restorative justice and decenter the current judicial system. Even as a 
knowledgeable student of dominant power structures and the PIC, the options Martinot (2014) 
proposes sound extremely daunting and almost unobtainable. How do you imagine a world that 
is not rooted in violence and punishment? However, in the words of James Baldwin, “Not 
everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced” (Kinfolk).  
 
Critical Resistance 
 Critical Resistance is a prison abolition organization co-founded by Angela Davis and 
Ruth Wilson Gilmore. There are four chapters located in Los Angeles, New York City, Portland, 
and Oakland. This organization’s website offers a detailed description of the conditions they 
address. They define the PIC as “the system of surveillance, policing, and imprisonment that 
government, industry and their interests use as solutions to economic, social, and political 
problems” (Critical Resistance). Because the scope of the issue is so broad, they use a framework 
that involves three steps: dismantle, change, and build (Critical Resistance). Each chapter fights 
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the most pressing issues they are experiencing locally, hoping that cumulatively each chapter 
might contribute to the eventual downfall of the PIC.  
 Recognizing that the PIC is broad and complex, therefore, each chapter’s project ranges 
from organizing against jail expansion to community safety education. The organization has a 
clear grasp on who and what they are fighting against, as well as the methods to achieve that. 
With two of the founding members being Angela Davis and Ruth Wilson Gilmore, it would be 
hard to argue that they do not have an understanding of global capitalism.  
The Los Angeles chapter is partnering with LA No More Jails and Justice LA to halt a 
multi-billion-dollar jail expansion plan (Critical Resistance). The new plan is trying to add 4000 
new jail beds in LA county, specifically targeting women’s jails and people with mental health 
needs (Critical Resistance). Their proposed alternatives to imprisonment include a multitude of 
ideas, including prioritizing mental health treatment in all California counties, fully funding 
education of community and city colleges, investing in re-entry programs for the recently 
incarcerated, and more (Critical Resistance). The CR Los Angeles chapter clearly understands 
the importance of divesting from branches of the PIC and investing that money into social 
welfare resources like education and mental health. While this is not expressed explicitly within 
the CR Los Angeles chapter, Critical Resistance has identified the influence of global capitalism 
in the maintenance of the PIC by calling-out the private companies that financially support 
prisons, the politicians that are politically benefitting from the perpetuation of tough on crime 
policies, and the elimination of social welfare resources.  
 CR also partners with numerous organizations that they struggle in solidarity with, 
including Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, California Coalition for Women Prisoners, 
Californians United for a Responsible Budget, and Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity Coalition 
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(Critical Resistance). Their allyship is intersectional as they partner with groups that not only 
focus on prison abolition but the rights of children, women, and more. Building on their existing 
“allies,” it would be beneficial to identify overlapping interests between prison abolition and 
other social movements, such as by linking decarceration with climate justice, for example. 
According to Story and Prins (2019), the United States is the largest carbon polluter and 
incarcerates its citizens at a higher rate than any other country. Dismantling prisons would help 
both social movements. Overall, CR’s website outlines the organization’s understanding of the 
PIC, an assessment of the conditions they are dealing with, who their target is, and the attitudes 
and beliefs of the people they are trying to recruit.  
 
Discussion 
 In examining the link between prison expansion and capitalist interests, I have aimed to 
shatter the perception that prisons are meant to increase the general public’s safety. Instead, this 
research exposes the PIC’s racist and capitalistic motives and demonstrates, furthermore, that 
prison abolition is critical if we want to move beyond capitalism. A society that targets 
marginalized communities, warehouses them in inhumane conditions, and then exploits them to 
near death is not a society that values human life.  
 By applying Marxist theories, it is evident that race is a tool used to divide the working 
class. The late author Toni Morrison (1975) states eloquently, “The function, the very serious 
function of racism is distraction. It keeps you from doing your work. It keeps you explaining, 
over and over again, your reason for being.” This quote sums up the insidious tactic that 
capitalists benefit from. Using race to further their capitalistic agenda distracts workers from 
identifying how they are being exploited by the capitalists. Morrison (1975) continues her 
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speech, expressing, “You don’t waste your energy fighting the fever; you must only fight the 
disease. And the disease is not racism. It is greed and the struggle for power.” As Morrison 
(1975) describes racism and race in general are not the real battle, the capitalists and their greed 
are what is truly to be fought. 
In addition, another important concept that reveals how capitalists benefit from prison 
expansion is the ability to exploit prisoners for their labor and their sheer existence. I also want 
to emphasize that exploitation and extraction of surplus value happens within state prisons and 
not just private prisons. A common misconception is that private prisons are the root of all evil 
and contribute to the majority of prison labor, however, private prisons account for an 
infinitesimally small portion of prisons. Even if we were to abolish all private prisons, that would 
do little to disrupt the prison system as a whole. Therefore, to be against private prisons is to be 
against all prisons.  
 The amount of literature available on this topic was extremely overwhelming but also 
such a privilege. To draw from the geniuses of Angela Davis, Ruth Wilson Gilmore, and more 
elevated my paper immensely and hopefully I did them justice. A limitation of this research is 
that the issue is both broad and complex. As much as I wanted to cover the entirety of the PIC, 
that would have been impossible. I have focused instead on the abolition of prisons, on one small 
piece of the puzzle. To support the abolition of prisons means supporting the abolition of 
policing, abolition of ICE, abolition of parole, and more. Prison abolition is just the start to the 
dismantling of the PIC.  
Finally, this research did not address alternatives to incarceration. However, if we want to 
make prison abolition a reality, it is imperative that we imagine a life without prisons, police, etc. 
This new life should not revolve around punitive practices that involve forms of punishment. 
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Promising alternatives to prisons and policing include restorative justice, violence interrupters, 
drug and mental health courts, and more. Future research should look into these programs as well 
as other community-based initiatives and examine what works best. If we fail to imagine a life 
without prisons and fail to actively advocate for these programs, we will fail to dismantle the 
prison system. However, incredible progress has been made in this area. Even at the local level 
of Tompkins County, we have been able to stop jail expansions. All of this highlights, as Angela 
Davis would say, how freedom is a constant struggle.  
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